
Located in the St. Regis/Four Seasons gated 
community, Majani is a fully staffed 6-bedroom 
oceanfront villa. A network of pathways 
through reflection pools connect each unique 
structure, creating the illusion that Casa Majani 
is suspended over the Pacific. Their world class 
staff, and a design that embraces warmth of 
color and native simplicity, creates the perfect 
combo.

Located off the coast near Naples, Botania is 
comprised of 10 Mediterranean-style buildings 
housing 52 rooms and suites set in over 7 acres 
of beautiful gardens. The resort is less than 1/2 
mile from the beach and guests can enjoy the 
two in-house restaurants as well as the newly 
constructed spa. The resort is open April 
through October for guests aged 12 and over. 

ISCHIA, ITALY

This romantic and eco-friendly boutique hotel 
was built in the late 1800s and is surrounded by 
2 1/2 acres of lush gardens. The hotel has 29 
rooms including 8 lodges and two VIP suites. 
There is an in-house restaurant featuring 
gourmet Sicilian cuisine and an extensive wine 
cellar. Guests can enjoy views of the ocean, 
swimming pool and lounge, and pool-side bar. 

This resort, located in the ancient Aeolian 
islands off of Sicily, offers the perfect Italian 
experience. A splendid pool overlooks the sea 
and the wellness center is ready with relaxing 
treatments. There are four individual 
restaurants, one boasting a Michelin star, and 
two bars plus 8 diverse and prestigious room 
categories including multi-room suites.

Perched on the Amalfi coastal cliffs, Casa 
Angelina sits away from the touristy center. All 
rooms offer sea views. Dining options range 
from fine dining at Un Piano nel Cielo to 
casual dining on the Seascape Terrace. A state 
of the art fitness center offers indoor pool, 
sauna, steam, yoga, pilates and a personal 
trainer. A complimentary shuttle runs all day 
into nearby Positano. 
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